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The principal result is that if a question of Erdiis about pairwise sums has a 
counterexample, then it has counterexamples with maximal density arbitrarily close 
to 1. In investigating this question, several results about translates of sets with 
positive-maximal density and with positive asymptotic-upper density are also 
derived. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
By the (asymptotic) density d(A) of a set A EN (where N is the set of 
positive integers) we mean lim,,, IA n { 1, 2,..., n}]/n, provided this limit 
exists. By the upper density d(A) we mean lim sup,,,(lA n { 1, 2,..., k}]/ 
k: k > n}. The remarkable theorem of Szemeredi [lo], generalizing van der 
Waerden’s theorem [ 111 and answering an old question of ErdGs and 
Turin [2], says that if d(A) > 0, then A includes arbitrarily long arithmetic 
progressions. 
One might then wonder if the corresponding generalization of the finite 
sum theorem (41 were valid. Specifically, if (5(A) > 0 must there exist some 
B E [N] o such that FS(B) c A? (Here FS(B) = {,JJ F: F is a finite nonempty 
subset of B} and [N]” is the set of infinite subsets of N.) The answer is of 
course IZO, since d(2N + 1) = 4. On the other hand, noting for example that 
an arithmetic progression of length 4 with increment 7 is a set of the form 
t + 7 - {0, 1,2,3}, Erdijs asked if any A with d(A) > 0 must have 
t + FS(B) c A for some t E N and some B E [N]“. Strauss showed that the 
answer is 120 even for sets A with d(A) arbitrarily close to 1. (The version of 
Straus’ proof presented in [6, Theorem 11.61 is unnecessarily complicated, 
due to a misunderstanding on my part.) 
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ErdGs then asked [ I] if each set A 5 N with $4) > 0 must contain 
t + PS(B) for some CE N and some BE [N]“, where PS(B) = (x + y: 
x, y E B and x # y}. (Again by considering 2N + 1 one sees that the tran- 
slate t is necessary.) 
We turn our attention now to another notion of density. By the maximal 
density d*(A) of a subset A of N, we mean sup{a: there exist increasing 
sequences (t,),“, 1 and (x,)~=, such that, for each n E N, IA n {t, + 1, 
t, + z..., t, + x,,}l > a . xn}. Thus, if d*(A) > a, then there exist arbitrarily 
long blocks of N in which A includes at least a fraction a of the numbers. 
This notion was introduced by P6lya [8, p. 5611. (He does not give it a name 
there and it is not the Maximaldichte which he discusses there.) 
Our reason for considering d*(A) rather than &4) is that it is the notion 
for which we can prove the major result. By way of defense, we point out 
that maximal density was the notion used by Nathanson in his paper on this 
subject ]7] (although his results are also true for upper density) and was also 
the notion used by Furstenberg [3] in his proof of Szemeridi’s theorem. 
In Section 2 we shall present some results comparing upper and maximal 
density. We also show that Szemerbdi’s theorem for maximal density follows 
easily from the corresponding result for upper density. In Section 3 we shall 
present some results about translates of sets with positive maximal density 
and sets with positive asymptotic upper density. In Section 4 we shall 
investigate Erd6s’ pairwise-sums question, obtaining as our major result that 
if there is a set A with d*(A) > 0 such that no t E N and B E (N]” has 
t + PS(B) c A, then there are such sets A with d*(A) arbitrarily close to 1. 
We shall let lower case italic letters range over N. Also, intervals will 
denote intervals in N. Thus [a, b] = (x E N: a < x < b} and 
(a,bJ={xEN:a<x<b}. 
2. UPPER DENSITY AND MAXIMAL DENSITY 
We observe that the notion of positive maximal density is much weaker 
than the notion of positive upper density. For example, if 
A = u:!, [2”, 2” + n], then a(A) = 0 while d*(A) = 1. It is an easy exercise 
to show that for any A EN, d(A) < d*(A). We have, however, the following 
result: 
THEOREM 2.1. Szemert!di’s theorem for J(A) > 0 implies Szemerbdi’s 
theorem for d*(A) > 0 (in the intuitive sense that the second follows easily 
from the first). 
Proof. Let A c N with d*(A) > 0 and let k2 3. We show that A 
contains an arithmetic progression of length k. Pick a > 0 such that 
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d*(A) > a and pick increasing sequences (t,),“=l and (xJ~=i such that, for 
each n E N, ]A n (t,, t, + x,]] > ax,. We may presume, by suitably thinning 
the sequences (fn):’ I and (x,),“= i, that for n > 2, x, > 2”-’ + Ct:: 2k~,-k. 
Define s, = 1 and, for 12 > 2, s, = 2”-’ + C::i 2k~,-k. Thus, for n > 2, 
s, = 2(s,-, +x,-,) and since x, > s,, x, > (s, +x,)/2. Now, for n E N, 
defineB,={s,+i: l<i<~~andt,+iEA}.LetB=U~~,B,.Notethat 
for n E N JB n (s,, s, + x,,]] = IA n (t,, t, + xn]l > ax,. Consequently, 
IBn [l~,+~~lla ax,, > (a/2) . (s, + x,J for n > 2 so that d(B) > a/2. 
Pick, by Szemerldi’s theorem, an arithmetic progression of length k + 1, 
(a + md: 0 < m < k} contained in B. 
Pick n such that a + kd E B,. We claim in fact that {a + md: 
1 <m<k}EB,,. Otherwise pick m such that 2 < m < k, a + md E B,, 
and a+(m- l)d67JBB,. Then a+(m-l)d<s,-,+x,-, so that 
d < s,- 1 + x,- , and hence, a + md < 2(s,- 1 + x,- ,) = s,, a contradiction. 
Thus Q + d= s, + b for some b <x,. We thus have {t, + b + md: 
0 < m < k} is an arithmetic progression of length k contained in A. 
We note that there are significant mathematical contrasts between the 
notions of upper density and maximal density. For example [5, 
Theorem 7.11 and 7.121, the set of all ultrafilters on N, all of whose 
members have positive maximal density, is a two-sided ideal of the 
semigroup @IN, +) while the complement of the set of all ultrafilters on N, all 
of whose members have positive upper density, is a right ideal of @N, +). 
We close this section with the following result, showing the equivalence of 
maximal density with an apparently stronger notion: 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A cN. Then d*(A) = sup{a: there exists an 
increasing sequence (t,),“, , such that, for each n E N and each k < n, 
IA n (t,, t, + k]l 2 ak}. 
Proof: Let b represent the quantity on the right-hand side of the 
equation. That d*(A) > b is trivial. Suppose now that d*(A) > b and let 
E = d*(A) - b. Since d*(A) > b + 2s/3, pick increasing sequences (t,),” , 
and (x,):! , such that, for each n E N, IA n (t,, C, + xn]l > x, . (b + 2&/3). 
Since b < b + ~13, pick n and a in N such that for each z > a there is some 
u < n with IA n (z, z + v]] < o(b + e/3). (If one could not do this, one could 
inductively choose a sequence (s,,),“=, guaranteeing that b > b + e/3.) Pick m 
such that tm > a and x, > 3n/e. Inductively choose (u,)f,,and (vi)j=, such 
that 
(1) u,=r, and t,+x,>u,+o,>tm+x,-n, 
(2) for iE [l,l], vi< n and (A n (ui, ui + vi]1 < vi(b + e/3), and 
(3) for iE [l,I), u~+,=z++u~. 
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Note that Cf= I ui = ur + u, - t, <x,. We have \A n (tm, t, + xm]\ = 
IA n (t,, ul+ ul]l + IA n (Uf + Ulr t, +X,1< Ci=, IA n (Ui, Ui + Vi]\ + U < 
X:=1 Ui(b + c/3) + n < x,(b + ~/3) + n < x,(b + 2&/3), a contradiction. 
3. TRANSLATIONS OF SETS WITH POSITIVE MAXIMAL 
OR UPPER DENSITY 
For A GN and t E N, we let A -f= {xE N: x + t EA}. With one 
significant exception all results of this section apply equally to maximal 
density and upper density. We take as our starting point the following result 
which is due, in its essential ideas, to Kazhdan (in [7]). 
THEOREM 3.1 (Kazhdan). Let n E N, let A E N, and let p be either d* 
or (5. If p(A) > l/n, then there is some t in [ 1, n - 1) such that 
p(A n (A - t)) > 0. 
ProoJ The proof for p = d is in [6, Lemma ll.lO]. We show the result 
here for p = d*. Pick E > 0 such that d*(A) > l/n + E. We show that there is 
some t in [ 1, n) such that d*(A n (A - t)) > 8/n. Suppose instead that we 
have for each t in [ 1, n) some a, and m, in N such that 
IA n (A - t) n (z, z + x]l ( x&/n whenever z > a, and x > m,. Let 
a = max{at}::: and m = max{m,}::/. Then IA n (A - t) n (z, z + x]l < 
x~jn whenever t E [ 1, n), z > a, and x > m. Pick z > a and x > maxim, 2n/&} 
such that IA n (z, z + x]l > (l/n + E)X. 
Note that if 1 < t < n, then [(A - t) f5 (z, z + x]/ = IA n (Z + t, 
~+t+~]lh\An(~+t,~+~]l a pn(z,~+x]l-t > (l/n+~)x--. 
Note also that if 1 <S < t < n, then 1 < I - s ,< n - 1 and \(A - s n (A - t) 
n (z,z +x]j = I.4 n (A - (t-s)) n (z + s, z + s + x]I < x&/n (since 
z+s>a). Thus we have IU;=l(A-t)n(z,z+x]I > C:=,I(A--t) n 
k z + XII - Ls<t<n /(A - S) n (A - t) n (z, z + X] / > 
C;=,((l/n+&)X-n) - ~,SS<I<nX&/II=X+~&X-~* - (n-1)x42 > 
x + n&x/2 - n2 > x + n2 - n2 = x, a contradiction. 
It seems reasonable that, in the statement of Theorem 3.1, one ought to be 
able to replace the interval [ 1, n) with any interval of length n - 1, or at least 
of some fixed length depending only on n. The following simple result shows 
that this is not the case. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let E > 0 and let b E N. There are a subset A of N such 
that d(A) > + - E and arbitrarily large elements a of N such that 
A n (A - r) = 0 whenever t E (a, a + b]. 
Proof. Pick z EN such that b/(22 + 2b) < E. Let A = {x E N: x = 0, 1, 
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2,..., z - l(mod 22 + 2b)}. (Then d(A) = z/(22 + 2b) = i- b/(22 t 2b).) Let 
a be any member of N such that a 3 z - l(mod 22 + 2b). 
Theorem 3.2 raises its own question. What happens if d(A) > $? 
Theorem 3.4 leaves open only the question of what happens when density (or 
upper density or maximal density) is equal to 4. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A EN and let a and t be in N. IA n (A -t) n 
(a, a + t]l > IA n (a, (I + 2t]l- t. 
Pro@ Let k = 1(x E (a, a + t]: {x, x + t} c A}I. Then k = (A n (A n t) n 
(a, a + t]/ while IA n ( a, a + 2t]l( k + t. (One has 2k elements accounted 
for when {x,x + t} E A and at most t - k others.) 
Note that the following theorem has substance only when p(A) > t: 
THEOREM 3.4. Let p be either d* or (5, let A s N and let t E N. Then 
p(A n (A - t)) > 2p(A) - 1. 
Proof: Suppose that p(A n (A - t)) < 2p(A) - 1. Let 6 = p(A n (A - t)), 
let y = p(A), and let a = (2~ - 1 - 6)/4. If p is d*, pick a and m such that 
IA n (A - t)n ( z, z +x]] < (6 + a)x whenever z > a and x > m. If p is d 
pick m such that IA n (A - t) n [ 1, x]] < (6 t a)x whenever x > m. Let b > 
max{m t 2, 1 t 4/a}. If p is d*, pick z > a and x> bt such that 
JA n (z, z t x]I > (y - a)~. If p is a, let z = 0 and pick x > bt such that 
IA n (z, z t x]] > (y - a)x. Pick c such that ct < x < (c t 1)t. For each 
iE [l,c], let ri=lAn(z+(i-l)t,z+it]l. 
Now (y-a)x<JAn( z, z + x]] < CT=, ri t t. Also, by Lemma 3.3, (since 
(c - 1)t > m) we have (6 t a)(c - 1)t > JA n (A - t) n (z, z + (c - l)t]l > 
Cf::(ri t ri+, - t) = 2 Cf=, ri - r1 -rC - (c - 1)t > 2 Cf=, ri - (c t I)t. 
Thus, (6 t a)(c - 1)t > 2((y - a)x - t) - (c + 1)t > 2(y - a) ct - (c + 3)t. 
Now c/(c - 1) > 1. Also b - 1 > 4/a so that (c+3)/(c-l)< 
(b + 3)/(b - I) = 1 + 4/(b - 1) < 1 + a. Therefore 6 t a > 2(y - a) - 
(1 t a) so that 6 t 4a > 2y - 1, a contradiction. 
Theorem 3.7 will guarantee that, given a large set A, one can find a length 
m such that some t in each interval of length m has A n (A - t) large. It 
should be contrasted with Theorem 3.2. We first have need of the following 
lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.5. Let p be either d* or d. Let A s N such that for each a > 0 
and each m there is some a with p(A n (A - t)) < a whenever t E (a, a t m]. 
LetrENandletB={yEN:((y-l)r,yr]nA#IZl}. Thenforeacha>O 
and each m there is some a with p(B n (B - t)) < a whenever t E (a, a t m]. 
ProoJ Let a > 0 and let m E N. Let n = mr + 2r and let 6 = a/(2nr). 
Pick b such that p(A n (A - t)) < 6 whenever t E (6, b t n]. If p is d* pick 
502aj33/2-3 
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(as in Theorem 3.1) c and k such that ]A n (,4 - t)n (z, z + x]l < 6x 
whenever z > c, x > k, and t E (b, b + n]. If p is d, pick k such that 
IAn@-t)n[i,~]l<d x whenever x 2 k and t E (b, b + n]. Pick a such 
that (a-l)r<b<ar. 
Suppose now that for some t E (a, a + m], p(B n (B - t)) > a and pick 
such t. If p is d*, pick z>c and x>k such that pnp-t)n 
(z, z t x]] > ax/2. If p is d, let z = 0 and pick x > k such that ]B n (B - t) n 
(z, z + x]l > ax/2. L e t z’ = zr and let x’ = XT. Note that x’ = xr > kr > k. 
Also, if p is d*, then z’ = zr 2 cr > c, and if p is (i, then z’ = 0. In either case 
we have jAn(A-u)n( z’, z’ + x’]] < 6x’ whenever u E (b, b + n]. Thus 
ndx’> C”,‘g+, IA n (A - U) n ( z’, Z’ t x’]I > IA n Ub,+f+,(A - U) n 
(z’, z’ + x’]]. Now given y E B n (B - t) n (z, z + x], pick f(y) E A with 
( y - 1)r < f(y) < yr. Then, as is easily verified, f(y) E A n 
(Jade+, (A - U) n (z’, z’ + x’]. Thus, since f is clearly one-to-one, 
IA n Utz;+ 1 (A - u) n (z’, Z' + x’]I 2 JB n (B - t) n (z, z t ~11. Hence, 
nsxr = n8x’ > ax/2, so 6 > a/(2nr), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let II E N and let p be either d or d*. If A c N and for 
each m and each a > 0 there is some a such that p(A n (A - t)) < a 
whenever t E (a, a + m], then p(A) < l/2”-‘. 
Proof: The proof is by induction on n, the case n = 1 being trivial. 
Assume now the lemma is true for n and let A c N be given as in the 
statement of the lemma. Suppose that p(A) > l/2” and pick a > 0 such that 
p(A) > l/2” + 2a. Pick a such that p(A n (A - a)) < a. Let 
B = ( y E N: (2a(y - I), 2ay] n A # QJ}. By Lemma 3.5, B satisfies the 
hypothesis of this lemma so by the induction hypothesis, p(B) < l/2”-‘. 
If p is d*, pick b, and c, such that IA n (A - a) n (z, z + x]I < ax 
whenever z>b, and x>c,, If p is d, pick ci such that JA n (A - a) n 
(1, x]] < ax whenever x > c,. If p is d*, pick b, and c, such that 
JB n (I, z + x]] < (l/2”-’ t a)x whenever z > b, and x > c2. If p is a, pick 
c2 such that (B n [ 1, x]] < (l/2”-’ + ajx whenever x > c2. 
Let C~ > max{c,, cz}. If p is d*, pick z 2 max(_b,, b,) and x > c, such that 
IA n 2az, 24~ + x)]] > (l/2” t 2a) 2ax. If p is d, let z = 0 and pick x > c3 
such that IA n (2az, 2a(z + x)]l > (l/2” + 2a) 2ax. Then also 
IAn(A-a)n(2az,2a(ztx)]l<2aaxand IBn(z,z+x]I<(1/2”-‘+a)x. 
Let C = B n (z, z + x], and for y E C, let k(y) = (A n (2a(y - I), 2ay]). 
Let D = { y E C: k(y) < a} and let E = C\D. Now 2aax > IA n (A - a) n 
(2az, 2a(z +x]I > CyEE (An (A -a) n (2a(y- l), 2ay--]I > 
CyaE(k(Y) - a). (The last inequality holds by Lemma 3.3) Thus 
LEE k(y) < 2aax + CyEE a. Also ($” + 2a) 2a.x < IA n (2az, 2u(z + x)]l = 
CyEC k(y) = EYED k(y) + CyEE k(y) < CyED a + 2aax + CyEE a = ICI a 
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+ 2aax < (l/2”-’ + a) ax + Zaax. Therefore, l/2’ + 2a < f” + a/2 + a, a 
contradiction. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let p be either d* or d and let A c N with p(A) > 0. 
Then there exist a > 0 and m such that for every a there is some t in 
(a, a + m] with p(A n (A - t)) > a. 
ProoJ Pick n such that p(A) > l/2”-’ and apply Lemma 3.6. 
The last result of this section does not apply to upper density. To see this 
let A = tJ~ZO [2*‘, 22n+‘). Then d(A) = $ and for any b, &I:=0 A - t) = 5. 
The proof of Theorem 3.8 which we present is due to P. Erdos (in a 
personal communication). This proof significantly simplifies our original 
proof. 
THEOREM 3.8. Let A EN with d*(A) > 0. Then for each E > 0 there is 
some b such that d*(Uf=,(A - t)) > 1 - E. 
Proof: Let E > 0 be given and let a = d*(A). Pick c > 0 such that 
(a - ()/(a + [) > 1 -E. Now d*(A) < a + [ so pick u and m such that 
IA n (z, z + XII < (a + 4) x whenever z > a and x> m. Let b = 2m and 
suppose that d*(Uf=,(A - t)) < 1 - E. Pick a’ and m’ such that 
ID;=, (A -t>n( z, z + x]] ( (1 - E)X whenever z > a’ and x > m’. 
Now d*(A) > a-c so pick (by Theorem2.2) z>max(a,a’ +m} and 
x > m + m’ such that (A n (z, z + y]] > (a - C) y whenever y E [ 1, x]. Pick v 
such that vm <x < (v + 1)m and note that v > 1 and vm > m’. We thus 
have that 1 A n (z, z + urn]\ > (a - C) urn, I Up= 1 (A - t) n (z - m, 
z+(v-l)m]l<(l--s)vm, and, if iE[l,v], then IAn(z+(i-l)m, 
z + im]l < (a + C)m. 
Now let B={iE [l,v]: (z+(i-l)m, z+im]nA#$} and let k=(BI. 
Then IA n (z, z + urn]1 = 2i.B IA n (z + (i - I)m, z + im]l < (a + <) km. 
Thus (a - r) vm < (a + [) km so k > v(a - [)/(a f [) > v(1 - E). On the 
other hand, if i E B, then (z + (i - 2)m, z + (i - I)m] c Uf=, (A - t). Thus 
(1 - E) vm > 1 UF=, (A - t) n (z - m, z + (v - l)m]l > Ci,, m = km > 
(1 - E) urn, a contradiction. 
4. PAIRWISE SUMS OF INTEGERS 
For the purposes of discussion let w(A) represent the statement “there are 
some B E [N]” and some t such that t + PS(B) c A”. The question of Erdos 
which we are investigating is whether the assertion “if p(A) > 0, then v(A)” 
holds. We show first that if there is a counterexample to this assertion 
(phrased in terms of maximal density), then there are counterexamples with 
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maximal density arbitrarily close to 1. (It is a result of Nathanson [7] that 
no counterexample has maximal density equal to 1.) 
THEOREM 4.1. If there is a set A EN with d*(A) > 0 such that v/(A) 
fails, then for each E > 0 there is a set C E N with d*(C) > 1 - E such that 
y(C) fails. 
ProoJ Let E > 0 and pick, by Theorem 3.8, some b such that 
d*(Uf=, (A - t)) > 1 - E. Let C = Ufzl (A - t) and suppose that v(C) 
holds. Pick B E [N]” and k such that k + PS(B) c: C. For each t E [ 1, b], let 
D*={{x,.vlE PI*: k+t+x+yEA}. (Here [B]*=(FcB:]F]=2).) 
Then [B]* = Ui= 1 D, so by Ramsey’s theorem [9] there exist t E [ 1, b] and 
EE [B]” such that [El* c D,. But then (k+ t) + PS(E)EA, a con- 
tradiction. 
As we mentioned earlier, by considering 2N + 1 one knows not to expect 
some BE [N]” with PS(B) EA whenever d*(A) > 0. One might ask 
however if, whenever d*(A) > f one must have some B E [N]” with 
PS(B) E A. The following corollary show that this question has the same 
answer Erdds’ question. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Whenever A EN with d*(A) > 0 there are some B E [N]” and 
some t with t + PS(B) E A. 
(2) Whenever A s N with d*(A) > 4 there is some B E [NJ” with 
PS(B) G A. 
(3) Whenever A c N with d*(A) > j, there is some nonprincipai 
ultrafilter % on N such that A E % + M. (Here 22+2V= 
{BsN: {x:B-xEg}E%}.) 
Proof. The equivalence of (2) with (3) follows from [6, Theorem 11.91. 
To see that (1) implies (2), let A c N with d*(A) > f. Then d*(A n 2N) > 
d*(A) - f > 0. Pick C E [N]” and t such that t + PS(C) G A n 2N. Then t 
is even so let B = C + t/2. 
That (2) implies (1) is a trivial consequence of Theorem 4.1. 
The following lemma is well known but we have been unable to find an 
explicit statement of it in the literature (including our own voluminous 
literature on the subject). 
LEMMA 4.3. Let A E [N]“. I$ FS(A) c Uj’=, D,, then there exist 
t E 11, n] and BE IFS(A)]” such that FS(B) c D,. 
ProoJ Enumerate A faithfully as (x,):‘. , . For each t E [l, n] let E, = 
{Fs N: 0 < (F] < w  and CnEF x, E Of}. Pick, by [4, Corollary 3.31, some 
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r E [ 1, n] and an infinite-pairwise disjoint family ST with U Y E E, 
wheneverY?c~andO<]~]<w.LetB={~,,,x,:FEX}. 
The hypotheses of the following theorem should be compared with the 
characterization in Theorem 2.2 of d*(A). (Note that by the result of Straus 
cited earlier, the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4 do not follow from d*(A) > 0.) 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A G N. If there exist m and an increasing sequence 
(s,,)~= 1 such that for each n and each k E [ 1, n], A n (s, + (k - l)m, 
s, + km] # 0, then there exist B E [N]” and t such that t t FS(B) c A. 
Proof Let D = lJ:Ei (A - t). Then for each n, (s,, s, + (n - l)m] z D 
and hence d*(D) = 1. Pick, using the result of Nathanson [7, Theorem 31, 
C E [N]” with FS(C) c D. Pick by Lemma 4.3, some t E [ 1,2m] and some 
B E [FS(C)]” with FS(B) c A - t. 
We turn our attention now to some finite versions of the pairwise-sum 
problem. The simplest such version is the following question. If d*(A) > 0, 
must there exist for each n some t and some B E [N]” with t t PS(B) s A? 
An affirmative answer to this question is a trivial consequence of 
Szemeredi’s theorem. In fact, if {t t kd: k E [ 1, (n* t n)/2]} c A, then 
t + FS({kd: k E [ 1, n] }) G A. (An appeal to Szemeredi’s theorem is not 
needed here. See [6, Theorem 11.1 l(2)].) 
There is another finite version which would be a trivial consequence of the 
infinite version but which is not answered by Szemeredi’s theorem. This asks, 
given A c N with d*(A) > 0, must there exist for each increasing f: N + N 
and each n some (y,)y=, and some t such that (1) y, >f(l) and for 
iE [2,n],yt>f(yi-,), and (2) t+PS({yi}~=‘=,)EA? 
To see that an affirmative answer to this question does not follow from the 
existence of arbitrarily long arithmetic progresssions, let A = lJ,“= 1 {4”, 
4 n + n, 4” + 2n,..., 4” + n2} and letf(n) = 4”. Then there do not exist t and 
(y,):, , as required. (For is these did exist, one would have t + y3 + y, E A 
and t+y3+Y1EA while tt.Y3t.Y,>4YZ and (t + Y, + v2) - 
(t + y3 t vi) < y2.) We observe in passing that an affirmative answer does 
follow if A contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions with a fixed 
increment. Indeed such an A satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 4.4. We 
show in the newt two results that a partial affirmative answer holds if A is 
large enough. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let n EN, let A c N with d*(A) > 1 - l/2”-‘, and let f 
be an increasing function from N to N. Then there exists (y,)y=, such that 
~~>f(l)and,foriE [Ln],Yi2f(Yi-,), andFS({Yi}i”=I>cA. 
ProoJ We proceed by induction on n. The case n = 1 is trivial since 
d*(A) > 0 implies IAl = w. Assume the result is true for n, let A c N with 
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d*(A) > 1 - l/2”, and let f: N + N be an increasing function. Pick yi E A 
such that y, >f(l). Then by Theorem 3.4, d*(A n (A - yi)) > 
2d*(A) - 1 > 1 - l/2”-‘. Define g: N-c N by g(k) =f(k) +f(y,). Pick by 
the induction hypothesis (zi)FZ, such that zi > g( 1) and, for i E [2, n], 
zi> g(zi-,), and FS({zi}~=,)cA n (A - y,). For iE [2, n], let yi=zi-,. 
By lowering our sights from finite sums to pairwise sums we can pick up 
one additional member in the sequence. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let n > 2, let A s N with d*(A) > 1 - l/2”-‘, and let f 
be an increasing function from N to N. Then there exists (yi)i= 1 such that 
y,>f(l)and,foriE [2,n],yi>f(~i-~), andW{yi}Y=,)cA. 
Proof Let yi =f(l). Then d*(A - y,)=d*(A) > 0. Pick y, EA -y, 
such that y, > f(y,). Then, by Theorem 3.4, d*((A - y,) n (A - yz)) = 
d*((A - v,) n (A - y, - (y2 - yJ)) 2 2d*(A - y,) - 1 > 1 - 1/2”-3. In- 
ductively, let k E [2, n - l] and assume we have (y,)“, i satisfying: 
(1) for i E [2, k], yi E 0:~ : (A - yj); 
(2) for iE [2, k], Yi>f(Yi-1); and 
(3) d*((--);=, (A - y,)) > 1 - 1/2”-k-‘. 
Let B = n;= i (A - yi) and pick y,, , E B such that ykf i > f(yk). Then 
d*(B n (B - (&+I - y,))) >, 2d*(B) - 1 > 1 - 1/2”-k-2 (again by 
Theorem 3.4) and B n (B - (yk+ 1 - yl)) G B n (A - y, - (yk+, - y,)) = 
0::: (A - y,). The sequence (yi)lZ, is as desired., 
Theorems 4.5 and 4.6 provide no nontrivial information about a set A G N 
with 0 < d*(A) < f. It is perhaps surprising that the following theorem is (at 
least in our proof) as difficult as it is (involving the nontrivial Theorem 3.7). 
THEOREM 4.7. Let A EN with d*(A) > 0 and let f be an increasing 
function from N to N. Then there exist t E (0, 1 } and (y,),‘, , such that 
f(1)<~~<f(y,)<~~<f(y~)<~~ ~~~~+PS({Y~~Y~~Y~I)~A. 
Proof. We first note that we may assume that A E 2N and produce y,, 
y2, and Y, ~ithf(l)<~,<f(~,)<~,~ff(y~)<y~ and PS(IY,,Y~;Y~J) E 
A. For then, given A with d*(A) > 0 one has either d*(A n 2N) > 0 for 
d*(A n 2N + 1) > 0. In the latter case, obtain y,, y,, and y, as above with 
PS({y,,y,,y,})c(A-l)n2Nandlet t=l. 
Thus, let A c 2N with d*(A) > 0. We produce, in order, y, + y,, y2 - y,, 
and y, - yi. Pick, by Theorem 3.7, m such that for every a there is some 
kE(a,a$2m] with d*(A n (A - k)) > 0. Let u=max{f(x): 
xE [f(l),f(l)+m)}. Pick z,EA such that r,>f(l)+u+m and 
z1 >2f(l)+2m. Let r=max(f(x): xE(z,-f(l)--, z,-f(l)]}. Let 
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a=z,-2f(l)-2m and pick -72 E (a, a t 24 such that 
d*(A n (A - z2)) > 0. Pick z3 > I + (z, - z,)/2 such that z3 E A n (A - z2). 
Note that z1 and z3 are even since they are in A and that z2 is even since 
z3 + z2 E A. Let y, = (zl - zJ2, y, = (zl + 2,)/Z and y3 = z3 + (z2 - z,)/2. 
Then y, + Y, = zl, Y, + Y, = z3, and y3 + y, = z3 t zz so 
Ps({y,,y,,y,})~A. Also z,-2f(l)-2m<z,<z,-2f(l) so that 
2f(l)<z,-z2<2f(l)+2m. Thus y, >f(l) and f(y,)< U. Now 
2z,-2f(l)-2m<z,+z,,<2z,-2f(l) so zl-f(l)>Vz>Z*--(l)- 
m > u >f(y,). Thus y, > f(y,) and r >f(y,). Finally, z3 > r + (z, - z,)/2 
so y3 > r > f(~,). 
Question 4.8. Given A EN with d*(A) > 0 and an increasing function! 
from N to N, must there exist t E (0, 1) and (~J~= 1 such that f( 1) < 
Y, <f(.v,) < y2 C~(Y,) < Y, GI.Y~) < Y, and t+Wbw2~~3~~41) GA’? 
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